Web Cameras
PK-720G

WEBCAM WITH MIC 16 MEGAPIXELS

€ 19.60 +VAT

Still image:Up to 16 Megapixel, 4608x3456 (software interpolated)
Image sensor:1/6"CMOS, 640×480 pixels
Frame rate:30fps@160x120, @320x240, @640x480
Lens:F=2.4, f=3.5 mm
View angle:54 degrees
Focus range:Automatic focus, 10 cm to infinity
Exposure control:Automatic
White balance:Automatic
Microphone:Built-in
Computer interface:USB 2.0

PK-770G

WEBCAM WITH MIC 16 MEGAPIXELS

€ 18.20 +VAT

Sensor Type Sixth CMOS 640 x 480 pixels
Built-in microphone
Mount Universal
Interface USB 2.0
Photography 0.3 megapixel, with the possibility of interpolation to 16 megapixel
Videography 0.3 megapixel, with the possibility of interpolation to 16 megapixel
Focus Auto, 10 cm to infinity
White Balance Auto
Exposure control Auto
Frame rate Up to 30 frames per second
Filter frequency flickering ambient light 50Hz, 60Hz or not
Viewing Angle 54 gradusa
Focus of the lens F = 2.4 mm, f = 3.0 mm
Food From the USB-port
The size of the webcam 5.1 x 2.3 x 5.9 cm
Weight 0.084 / 0.181 kg
Color Black Gray
System Requirements:
Windows XP / Vista / Windows 7 / Mac OS 10.4.8 or later

PK-930H

1080p FULL-HD WEBCAM
Sensor：1080p Full HD
Lense：Anti-glare
Cable length(M)：1.5M
Product Weight(g)：63.5
Product Size(mm)：83*53*36
1080P Full HD
High Fidelity Microphone
Anti-Glare Coating

€ 22.40 +VAT

UA0100

USB WEBCAM WITH LED LIGHTING & HEADSET LOGILINK

€ 15.40 +VAT

The set includes a webcam with LED lighting and a modern headset. The Internet Webcam from
LogiLink has a 300k CMOS sensor with maximum resolution of up to 640x480
(interpolated up to 8M pixels). The intelligent mounting system combines a tight fit, guaranteed to
your notebook or PC monitor. The LED of the webcam are automatically controlled so the webcam
can be used in low light conditions. This modern headset is ideal for Internet telephony,
video conferencing, voice recognition and interactive gaming.
It is ultra light and guarantees a comfortable fit.
Webcam:
CMOS Image Sensor: 300K pixels,
interpolated to 8M pixels
Stylish and rugged metal housing for a secure footing
Integrated light meter guarantees with
6 LEDs automatically for correct lighting
Practical clamp for attachment to the notebook
Headset:
Over Head Headset
Flexible microphone incl. Integrated volume control
3.5 mm jack

WCS-2030 LEVEL1
IP Network Camera, 54 Mpbs,wireless version
LevelOne's WCS-2030 is a compact-sized and perfect network camera for home and office surveillance
systems. This device is able to transmit optimal synchronized video and audio over the Internet thus provides
the remote monitoring capabilities.
In order to provide flexible connection possibilities, WCS-2030 can access control data and transmit video
streaming either through a 54Mbps wireless network or an Ethernet connection. Also, the camera is easy to
install in network environment without worrying about complex network set-up procedures. Once installed the
wizard can provide easy set-up procedure for camera use. With a built-in web server, WCS-2030 provides
an easy user interface for remote access to receive video signals from anywhere anytime over the Internet
with the Internet Explorer browser. DDNS is configured to allow this camera to use an easier naming format
to remember rather than an IP address.
The WCS-2030 bundles with free software that allows the administrator to monitor up to 16 channels
simultaneously. The embedded software can also simulate a camera zoom function to record ideal images up
to 640 x 480 pixels. This software utility supports even more features such as automatic snapshot, record
streaming vedio directly to hard disk, enable motion detectiion and send event notification via e-mail, making
this network camera a ideal solution to building a digital network-monitoring environment.
Features:
Installs wherever on the IEEE 802.11 b/g wireless LAN or
wired 10/100 Mbps Ethernet is available
Optimal synchronization of audio & video
Supports 4x digital zoom
MPEG-4 compression minimizes bandwidth requirement
Supports UPnP for Easy set-up and installation
Friendly GUI for easy configuration
Supports Windows 98SE/ME/2000/XP
Intelligent motion detection
Adjustable network bandwidth
Event-notification via E-mail

€ 168.00 +VAT

